
F U L LY  K N O W N  E D I T I O N

A strong marriage and “oneness” with your spouse 
doesn’t just happen through happy coincidence or 

by accident, but through pursuing one another 
the way that we are pursued by the Father. 

With this date we hope that you and your spouse 
can pursue real intimacy and unity through 

t r eal commun ication u
sharing every aspect of your lives with 
one another to a point where you are 

t fully known u

Set  It Up
Build expectations for the time 

you will spend together . 
This date can be done anywhere you’d like.

Here are just a couple of options for you:

- Road Trip Dat� -
This would be a great date to do as part 

of a road trip. Just get in the car and go for 
a drive with no pre-planned destination. 

Use the time together in the car for 
real communication.

- At Hom� Dat� -
Create some kid-free space in your home for 

your date (wait until after bedtime or set up a 
movie night for them in their room). Build a fire 
or light some candles, get your favorite snacks 

and drinks, cuddle up on the couch with a blanket, 
and anything else that creates an intimate 

environment for real communication.

�� Dat�
Below there are three links to questions 

at three di�erent levels of depth: 

K Moderate , Challenging , & Har d.  J
You can choose to start at whatever level you 

believe will meet you where your relationship is 
right now. Challenge yourself and work towards 

eventually making it to the Hard questions 
(this could be done on a second or third date).

“  �atch� �inking? ”
Deep conversations and real communication 

can often be uncomfortable and we run the risk 
of choosing to withhold our thoughts from our spouses. 

To keep conversation going during your date, each 
of you get three times to ask your spouse,  

“What ar e you thinking r ight now?” 
When you ask it your spouse must respond 
with what they are thinking immediately. 

Befor� Yo� Sta�t
Before you start each level of questions take a 

few minutes, and just pray for God to be present 
with you both in this moment and that his presence 

brings you courage to share openly with one another 
as you pursue knowing each other more fully.

Ch�s� You� �evel
Click on the level below that you choose to

access the questions for your date.

**Do not look at the questions until date time!**

      4 LEVEL : MODERATE

      4 LEVEL : CHALLENGING

      4 LEVEL : HARD

No matter how you choose to do this date night, 

K  enjoy this time together .  J  

Our hope is that from this night, you 
feel more united and connected 
than your typical daily rhythms.

To be fully known
by someone you love & trust 

is a challenging , yet beautiful
& comforting place to be .

We would love for you to tag R ed Door 
(@wear er eddoor )  to show us how you 

made this date n ight special!

https://storage.snappages.site/VW34ZQ/assets/files/moderate.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VW34ZQ/assets/files/challenging.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VW34ZQ/assets/files/hard.pdf

